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Abstract
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is currently a key tech-
nique is knowledge engineering, particularly in the context
of biomedical informatics. In this context, Wikidata has been
used as a Knowledge Graph to drive named entity recogni-
tion for various applications such as news tracking and ques-
tion answering. Current Wikidata NER Systems are mainly
based on the labels, aliases and classes of Wikidata items. In
this research paper, we propose a new approach to augment
and validate the named entity recognition of a type of enti-
ties based on Wikidata semantic relations. We evaluate our
semantic relation-based multilingual named entity recogni-
tion algorithm by applying it on a corpus of 8,705 titles of
biomedical research publications about drugs extracted from
the Wikidata knowledge graph.

CCS Concepts: • Applied computing → Annotation; •
Information systems→ Information extraction; •Com-
puting methodologies → Information extraction.

Keywords: Named Entity Recognition, Semantic Relations,
Wikidata
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1 Introduction
Biomedical Named Entity Recognition has evolved for sev-
eral years as a main technique for knowledge engineering
from clinical texts [10]. It allows to identify clinical concepts
in sentences enabling the annotation of biomedical publica-
tions and electronic health records, the extraction and clas-
sification of semantic relations, and the application of data
mining techniques on health information for clinical deci-
sion support [10]. The accuracy of the algorithms for named
entity recognition is consequently important, particularly
in a multilingual context, to automate clinical practice and
biomedical research [10]. Currently, NER systems are mainly
based on machine learning techniques to annotate named
entity in biomedical texts although knowledge resources can
bring an added value to this task [15].
Particularly, knowledge graphs are structured resources

that represent semantic information about entities in the
form of triples (Subject – Predicate – Object) [12, 13]. Such
triples can be taxonomic relations (e.g., instance of, sub-
class of, and part of ), non-taxonomic relations (e.g., drug
used for treatment and significant drug interaction), and non-
relational statements (e.g., external identifier and number of
cases) [12, 13]. Given the machine-readable format of knowl-
edge graphs, they can intuitively be reused to support a
variety of applications, particularly named entity recogni-
tion [12, 13]. This is enabled thanks to programmatic tools
such as SPARQL endpoints and APIs [12, 13]. For instance,
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Wikidata (https://www.wikidata.org) is an open, collabora-
tive and multilingual knowledge graph that is maintained
by the Wikimedia Foundation and that cover various re-
search topics including medicine [13, 14]. Wikidata items
cover various aspects of biomedicine, ranging from anatom-
ical structures to drugs and diseases [12, 13]. Each item is
assigned a language-independent identifier (Q-number), a
set of names (labels and aliases) and glosses (descriptions)
in natural languages, and a number of semantic relations
characterizing the facets of the Wikidata items [12, 13].
In this research paper, we propose to use the semantic

relations describing a type of entities to enrich the named
entity recognition of a single class of items (e.g., drugs) with
the inline annotation of related concepts (e.g., diseases, risk
factors, and adverse effects). We will use Wikidata as a ref-
erence knowledge graph for our approach. We will begin
our work by a brief overview of the related works about
biomedical named entity recognition, particularly from a
multilingual perspective (Section 2). Then, we will outline
our proposed approach for the named entity recognition of
drugs based on Wikidata labels and aliases as well as for
knowledge-driven named entity recognition augmentation
and how we will evaluate it through its application of a brief
corpus of the titles of scholarly publications extracted from
Wikidata (Section 3). After that, we will provide statistical
results of our proposed method, and we will discuss them
through comparison with previous research findings and
through a comparison with statistical data about the Wiki-
data knowledge graph (Section 4). Finally, we will conclude
our study and provide future directions for our research
efforts (Section 5).

2 Related Work
Nowadays, three main approaches are applied for biomed-
ical named entity recognition: knowledge-based, rule-based
andmachine learning-based [15]. Machine learning-based ap-
proaches mainly train neural network-based algorithm and
classical machine learning models such as Hidden Markov
Model and Conditional Random Fields on an annotated cor-
pus where mentions of a particular type of entities are an-
notated [15, 16]. An example of such a dataset is the NCBI
disease corpus [2]. Rule-Based approaches use hard-coded
heuristics and conditions to identify various types of enti-
ties [3, 15]. The advantage of this type of methods is the
possibility of their customization in function of the class of
the named entities to be recognized and the input data, par-
ticularly clinical texts [11]. However, the drawback of such
approaches is the difficulty of the definition of the recogni-
tion process through the development of rules, mostly when
the recognition complexity is very high [15].

As for knowledge-based approaches, they are also known
as dictionary-based methods and are characterized by the
use of knowledge resources to extract the list of synonyms

and classes of medical concepts so that they can be reused
to annotate clinical texts [15]. Although Wikidata as a large-
scale knowledge graph includes other interesting semantic
information such as semantic relations [12], NER methods
such as NECKAr and OpenTapiocamainly use the names and
taxonomic relations (i.e., instance of, subclass of, and part
of ) of Wikidata items to annotate multilingual texts [1, 4].
This is also applicable even for advanced NER-applications,
e.g. those based on advanced machine learning techniques
[6] and those developed for specific purposes, particularly
question answering [5] and news tracking [8].

3 Proposed Approach
To begin, we generate an algorithm for the multilingual
named entity recognition of a single class of entities (i.e.,
drugs) in our returned dataset based on Wikidata labels and
aliases (Section 3.1). Then, we propose our method for the
augmentation of the output of multilingual named entity
recognition through the use of Wikidata relations having a
drug as a subject (Section 3.2). Finally, we create a dataset of
the titles of scholarly publications about drugs based onWiki-
data items about biomedical research papers to evaluate our
assumptions (Section 3.3). All the source code and generated
outputs are made available on GitHub for reproducibility
purposes1.

3.1 Named Entity Recognition of Drugs
We extract the labels and aliases of the Wikidata items about
drugs in multiple natural languages using Wikidata Query
Service2 which is a service maintained by Wikimedia Foun-
dation. It is freely accessible to anyone, and the knowledge
it generates is licensed under the CC0 License [7, 14]. The
query enabling the creation of the multilingual dataset of
drug names is shown in Listing 1. As of February 1, 2022, we
obtained a dictionary of 100,361 drug names representing
3,398 items in 248 languages. The most represented language
is English (24,971 drug names) followed byWelsh (6,420), Ser-
bian (5,205), French (4,236), German (3,406), Russian (2,957),
Arabic (2,842), Japanese (2,737), and Italian (2,602). The bet-
ter availability of drug names in English, French, German,
Russian, Arabic, Japanese and Italian goes in line with pre-
vious studies on the language coverage of medical entities
in Wikidata, particularly in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic [12]. However, the coverage of drugs in Welsh and
Serbian is surprisingly higher than the average coverage of
Wikidata biomedical items in these two languages [12].
Listing 1. SPARQL query for extracting the labels and

aliases of drugs from Wikidata
SELECT ?drug ?label (LANG(?label) AS ?lang) WHERE
{

?drug wdt:P31 wd:Q12140.

1https://github.com/SisonkeBiotik-Africa/Relational-NER
2https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikidata_query_service
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{?drug rdfs:label ?label} UNION
{?drug skos:altLabel ?label}

}

After the creation of the dataset of drugs, we filter it to
eliminate drug names that are composed of less than four
characters, and we screen our corpus to identify the drugs
in the titles of scholarly publications. This is done through
the detection of language of every title using the Langdetect
Python Library3 and then through the search of the related
noun phrases in the considered title. The considered titles
are not pre-processed, as they are simple statements having
a reduced linguistic complexity [9]. That is why there is no
need for applying pre-trained models for noun phrase iden-
tification and singularization [15] to recognize drug names.

3.2 Relation-Based Named Entity Recognition
Our approach augments the named entity recognition of a
single class through the annotation of entities from related
classes. Our method uses Langdetect to identify the language
of each considered title. Then, for every title of a biomedi-
cal scholarly publication, we find the Wikidata items that
are used as objects to Wikidata relations where an anno-
tated drug is the subject, and we extract their names in the
language of the analyzed title thanks to a SPARQL query
(Listing 2).
Listing 2. SPARQL query for finding the labels and aliases

of the Wikidata items related to annotated drug
SELECT ?relatedentity ?label) WHERE
{

wd:<DrugID> ?prop ?object.
{?object rdfs:label ?label} UNION
{?object skos:altLabel ?label}
FILTER(LANG(?label)="<Language>")

}

Then, we search the extracted related entities in the titles
and annotate them if found. For the purpose of our analysis,
we extract the type of the relation allowing the named entity
recognition (Predicate having a P-number as a language-
independent identifier), the Wikidata ID of the annotated
drug that is related to the recognized entity, and theWikidata
ID of the recognized item. After that, we add all the retrieved
information to the output of our named entity recognition
augmentation approach.

3.3 Corpus-based evaluation
The dataset of the titles of scholarly publications was cre-
ated using ItemSubjector, a tool implemented in Python that
extracts information from Wikidata4. The commands used
to get the data are highlighted in the Listing 3.

Listing 3. Shell commands to create the corpus
3https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/ version 1.0.9
4The commit used to get the data was https://github.com/dpriskorn/
ItemSubjector/tree/6ed214691c0e6f64b9007ea0ec9fca2528f437c2.

$ python itemsubjector.py --sparql "SELECT ?item
WHERE {?item wdt:P31 wd:Q35456. MINUS {?item
wdt:P1889 [].}}" -p -c --limit 10000
$ python itemsubjector.py
--export-jobs-to-dataframe

The tool was designed to find scholarly articles in Wiki-
data that have a title that matches a given main subject (e.g.
paracetamol [Q57055]) but do not yet have it stored as a
statement. The extraction was done utilizing the Wikidata
Query Service. After extraction, the list was filtered to elimi-
nate duplicated items. Then, we applied our algorithm for
the named entity recognition of drugs and subsequently the
algorithm for the inline annotation of Wikidata items related
to identified drugs. We then analyzed the outputs of the
knowledge-driven named entity recognition augmentation
using Microsoft Office Excel 20165.

4 Results and Discussion
As of February 1, 2022, we retrieved a corpus of 8,705 titles
of biomedical publications from Wikidata using the Item-
Subjector tool. The application of our method for the named
entity recognition of drugs to the corpus allowed the identi-
fication of 37,911 drug mentions of 506 unique medication
items. This is absolutely motivated by the existence of sev-
eral drug mentions in a title of several research papers (an
average of 4.4 drug mentions per title). However, this is also
due to the drug mentions that are composed of two nouns or
more. Such n-grams can correspond to chemical compounds
(e.g., potassium permanganate [Q190865]) and their split into
one-noun terms can result in the named entity recognition
of the elements constituting the compound (e.g., potassium
[Q703] and permanganate [Q56809357]). Furthermore, there
are several drug items in Wikidata that are either duplicates
or are having the same name (e.g., potassium permanganate
[Q190865, Q28453504]).We found 129 drug items inWikidata
having the same name as another drug in the same database6.
The output of the drug named entity annotation is limited
and lacks precision when compared to other Wikidata-based
methods for named entity recognition [1, 4, 6]. However, this
limitation of the drug named entity recognition system can
be useful to easily identify the effect of considering semantic
relations in named entity recognition validation.
When we applied our semantic relation-based multilin-

gual named entity recognition algorithm, we found that the
method successfully identified 10,265 mentions of Wikidata
items other than drugs. These mentions concern 261 entities.
The mostly mentioned items in our corpus ranges from dis-
eases to parent classes of entities and chemical elements as
shown in Table 1. The variety of augmented annotations can
be confirmed through the analysis of the relation types that

5Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2016 Excel Version 2201 Build
14827.20158 was used.
6Live query: https://w.wiki/4nbJ
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Table 1. Top ten mentioned drug-related Wikidata items in
our corpus

Wikidata Item Wikidata ID Mentions
medication Q12140 1,833
nitrate Q49916468 999
arthritis Q170990 983

Homo sapiens Q15978631 762
rheumatoid arthritis Q187255 740

leukemia Q29496 472
acute myeloid leukemia Q264118 388

lymphoma Q208414 362
potassium Q703 350
rapeseed Q177932 330

Table 2. Top Wikidata relation types contributing drug-
related item annotation

Wikidata Item Wikidata ID Mentions
medical condition treated P2175 4,419

instance of P31 2,070
found in taxon P703 1,276
subclass of P279 1,083
has part P527 585

route of administration P636 218
different from P1889 144
subject has role P2868 128

were used for the named entity recognition of items from
other semantic classes. In fact, we found that the 10,265 men-
tions were recognized thanks to 24 distinct relation types led
by medical condition treated [P2175, 4,419 times] as clearly
revealed in Table 2. This proves the ability of using seman-
tic relations to sustain multi-class named entity recognition
algorithms through the identification of concepts that can
be missed by the machine-learning models. In our corpus,
we successfully annotated taxons, parent classes and routes
of administration. By contrast, conventional NER does not
significantly cover such classes of entities [15]. However, our
method highly depends on how well the topic is covered in
the reference knowledge graph (i.e., Wikidata). As an open
and collaborative knowledge graph, Wikidata can represent
several classes in a limited way when an interested commu-
nity of editors is not available online [12, 13]. Furthermore,
our method does not filter the considered relation types and
can mistakenly consider unrelated concepts that are linked
together in the reference knowledge graph using properties
like different from [P1889]. Eliminating such insignificant
relations can be easily done through a slight adjustment of
the SPARQL query in Listing 2 and the use of the FILTER
clause [7].

In another context, when we verified the drug annotations
that resulted in the recognition of non-drug Wikidata items,
we found out that only 8,270 out of 37,911 drug annotations
(21.8%) contributed to the annotation of drug-related entities.
These drug annotations only cover 258 out of 506 annotated
drugs (51.0%). This can be due to the significant lack of rep-
resentation of semantic knowledge about several drugs in
Wikidata [13]. However, this can also be explained by the
usefulness of using semantic relations to filter named entity
recognition outputs where an item related to the annotated
entity cannot be identified in the analyzed text.

5 Conclusion
In this research paper, we proposed an approach that aug-
ments the named entity annotation of a single class of entities
through the annotation of related concepts in the considered
text as revealed by a large-scale knowledge graph.We applied
our approach to enhance the Wikidata-based named entity
annotation of drugs in the titles of 8,705 titles of biomedical
scholarly publications. Our approach has been proved as
efficient not only for enriching the named entity recognition
output through the annotation of non-drug items based on
Wikidata semantic relations, but also for validating drug an-
notations and eliminating the ones that are not related to the
context of the analyzed input. As a future direction of this
research work, it will be useful to further investigate how
knowledge graphs can be used to ameliorate the accuracy of
named entity recognition systems and to support other tasks
in the context of natural language processing and knowledge
engineering.
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